
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of principal application engineer. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for principal application engineer

Obtain supplier quotations in order to communicate cost and lead time for
special product requests
Participate in product team meetings to plan and implement business
development opportunities
Create and deliver portions of sales training programs
Demonstrate a high level of knowledge of products (JCI and competitor’s),
market conditions and direction, environment (external influences of industry
organizations and governmental regulations), technologies and their effect to
the business
Ability to perform successfully in a multifunctional-team-work environment
and be able to work independently with minimal supervision
Strict adherence to the Company’s Code of Conduct and Business Ethics
standards
Job entails interacting with consultants along with development partners to
build scalable and maintainable object and service oriented software
Lead and implement features on software roadmap and work with business
on detailed requirements
Manage a team in matrix organization to plan, design and deliver features
using Agile methodology
Ensure that the verification environment and strategies fulfill the architectural

Example of Principal Application Engineer Job
Description
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Qualifications for principal application engineer

Strong foundation in software development life cycle methodology
Associate degree in Computer Science, MIS or related field with a minimum
of 11 years experience
Familiar with lab test instruments including Oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer,
Waveform and Signal Generator
Need to have experience with Linux & AIX, Apache, MySQL, Perl/PHP, LDAP
Authentication, Web Development, Web Server parameters optimization,
Oracle certification and up to date on the latest Oracle versions
Computer Science or related degree discipline
At least 7 - 10 years experience with E-business 11i/R12


